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• Never leave open bundles of seedlings exposed to the sun
and wind. During planting, take only a few bundles at a
time. Cover the others, and keep cool and moist.

• Seedlings should be carried in buckets or bags and
covered with wet moss to protect roots from exposure to
sun and air.

• Remove only one seedling at a time from the bucket and
plant immediately.

• Check spacing periodically to ensure proper number of
seedlings per acre.

• When machine planting, match the tractor speed to the
capabilities of the person planting.

• Check furrow depth when machine planting or depth of
the planting hole when hand planting to provide for the
full length of the roots when they are straightened.

• To check frmness of soil packing, grasp the top of the
seedling and pull gently upward. If the tree pulls out of
the ground easily, it was not frmly packed.

Tips for Hand Planting

• Plant trees as soon as possible afer receiving them.
• Carry seedlings in a bucket half full of water or wet

packing material such as moss. Don’t allow seedling roots
to dry out. Do not store trees with their roots in water.

• Dig holes as deep as the root systems.
• Plant the seedlings at the same depth they grew at the

nursery or slightly deeper.
• Make sure the roots are spread out and are not bent or

crowded.
• Pack the soil frmly around the roots to close air pockets.

Tips for Machine Planting

• Use a three- or four-person crew. One person follows
the tree-planting machine to straighten and pack poorly
planted trees. Another keeps seedlings protected,
separated, and ready to load into planting machine trays.

• Trees in planting trays should be kept covered with wet
moss. If roots are exposed to the sun and wind, the trees
may be dead before they are planted.

• Run the machine deep enough to allow the roots to hang
down straight in the planting trench, typically 8 to 10
inches. If the soil is too rocky or hard to permit machine
planting, plant by hand.

• Set seedlings at the same depth or slightly deeper than
they grew in the seedbed.

Care Afer Planting

Afer establishing a new plantation, take the following
precautions to protect your investment of time, money, and
efort.
• Besides killing trees outright, fres can leave scars inviting

decay. Plow or disk a frebreak around your plantation
and maintain it during fre season.

• Livestock grazing probably destroys more trees in
Missouri than fre. Livestock will eat young seedlings and
trample the protective soil and leaf cover, encouraging
soil erosion. Fence livestock from your woods and tree
plantations.

• Animals, such as rabbits, mice, and deer, can damage
young trees. Keep the grass and weeds mowed short to
permit easier hunting of rodents by hawks, owls, and
foxes. If deer damage is a problem, consider opening the
area to hunting. Specially designed electric fences are
efective, but can be expensive.

• Prevent a rank growth of weeds and grasses around new
trees by cultivating, using herbicides, disking, or hoeing
as ofen as necessary during the frst three to fve years.
Grass competition inhibits tree growth.

• Inspect plantations regularly for evidence of insect or
disease damage. If excessive damage is found, contact
your local forester for help in diagnosing the problem and
to recommend controls.

Hand Planting with a Bar 

Insert dibble straight down 
as shown. Pull backward to  
open up the hole. 

Remove dibble and  
place seedling at the 
correct depth. 

Insert dibble straight 
down behind the last  
hole. 

Pull dibble backward,  
closing the bottom of the 
slit. 

Push forward and  
backward packing soil 
frmly against the root. 

Fill in the last hole by 
frming with your heel. 

Hand Planting with a Shovel 

Insert shovel with  
the blade reversed  
and perpendicular. 

Push the handle  
away from you, 
then pull the blade 
up to remove soil. 

Make a  
second cut to  
straighten the 
opposite side 
of the hole. 

Pull the soil toward  
you, and hold the hole 
open with the shovel. 
Place the tree in the  
hole with the roots in  
a normal position. 

Remove the shovel  
and fll in the bottom  
half of the hole. Pack  
the soil with your heel. 

Fill with remaining 
soil and pack down. 

Correct depth to plant a seedling 

Look for the soil line on the seedling, then 
plant at the same depth or ½ inch deeper than  
the tree grew at the nursery. 




